Growth Opportunities In The

Metaverse

Counting On

Metaverse?

What are the growth opportunities

in Metaverse? Is it wise to dedicate
resources hoping for an absolute future?

“Just as it was hard to envision in 1982 what the Internet of
2020 would be…we don’t really know yet how to describe the
Metaverse.” - Matthew Ball, US Entrepreneur, and Investor

The metaverse, a future of the internet, a collection of 3D virtual
environments, a concept that frequently appears in futuristic and

science fiction.
It is a hypothetical internet iteration that is a single, all-encompassing, and
immersive virtual environment made possible by the use of virtual reality
and augmented reality headsets.

Metaverse, mostly utilized for social interaction
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How The Metaverse Has Evolved?
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Opportunities exist in the metaverse
To own tokens because the market capitalization of non-fungible
tokens (NFTs) is presently $41 billion
To transact because virtual goods account for $54 billion in annual
spending, almost twice as much as music
To create because in 2021, Second Life's GDP was over $650M, with
nearly $80M USD going to creators
To socialize because Roblox users send almost 60 billion messages
every day
To experience because of 200 strategic partnerships to date with The
Sandbox, including Warner Music Group to launch a music-themed
virtual world.

And a lot more.

How can businesses benefit from the

metaverse opportunities?

Access to a global
audience:
Decentralized technology, like
virtual avatars, NFTs, spaces
for offices, concerts, etc., eases
the realistic experience to
connect with the audience.

Better connection
between business and
customer:
The decentralized world
allows companies to connect,
communicate and participate
in an entirely new way to get
expected results for their
business.

Lower expenses:
By obviating the requirement
for physical infrastructure, the
metaverse can assist small
firms in lowering their costs.

More engagement:
Through eCommerce features,
payment methods,
cryptocurrency powered
digital economy, opportunities
to trade NFTs, data security.

Better adaptability:
Small enterprises can
experiment with new business
structures and tactics because
of the metaverse's greater
adaptability.

Opportunities for enterprise business

in the metaverse
Event & Concert Sponsoring

Digital Products

Remote Work

Online Education

Virtual Tourism

Real Estate

Virtual Fashion Show

Healthcare

Banking & Finance

Branding & Marketing

The metaverse has the potential to significantly increase consumers from
emerging and frontier economies' access to the market.
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Features Metaverse Offer To Businesses

Customizable avatars
Boost your brand

identity with uniform

custom virtual avatars

High scalability

Decentralized nature

allows quick expansion

of businesses on

multiple platforms

payment options
Uses cryptocurrencies

eliminating transaction

challenges

Better

Factors Driving The Future Of The Metaverse

Standardization
Do all platforms share a single, unified

economy? Across platforms, are identities

persistent? Do design and coding standards

follow one another? Are digital products

bought in one metaverse transferable

to another?

mentation
What is the level of market competition, and

how does this impact innovation? Does each

platform cater to a certain use case? What

level of M&A and market consolidation can we

expect to see (or will be permitted)?

User Interface
Which interface will be used most frequently,

and how mobile-friendly will it be? Is it

possible to switch between the digital and

physical worlds without any problems due to

the interface?

Governance
Are platforms subject to strict governmental

supervision or self-governance? Are

interactions and transactions secure? Are IP

and digital assets protected? Do tax

jurisdictions and legal issues have an efficient

process in place?

Market Frag

Frequently asked questions
How to begin with metaverse business?
Answer: You can begin with understanding
the metaverse, discovering the ideal
platform, boosting your online visibility,
targeting the intended audience, engaging
marketing campaigns, focusing on
experience first, learning about
cryptocurrency and by staying flexible.

4. How many metaverses are there?
You can pick from a wide variety of
meteverses. You can use the following
popular metaverse platforms like Roblox,
Axie Infinity, Fortnite, Horizon Worlds, The
Sandbox, lluvium, Decentraland, Virbela.

2. Is the metaverse only a VR?
One of the numerous technologies that the
word "metaverse" is intended to include is
virtual reality (VR). Any other technology that
replicates or improves real-world
experiences with technology may be
referred to as the metaverse. Another
example is augmented reality (AR), where
the real environment is seen with a
technological overlay.

5. Is there any cost to access the
metaverse?
The metaverse is an open universe. However,
you will need to spend virtual currency,
which you can get by spending real-world
currency, in order to access some of its
features. The metaverse you are in
determines the virtual currency required.
Real estate and a variety of other amenities
can be purchased with virtual money.

3. How can I enter the metaverse?
Obtaining everything you require to enter
the metaverse is easy. The platform you're
using and the kind of experience you want
to have will determine what's on your list. You
will require an avatar, which you will
generate when you join the community,
regardless of the metaverse you select.
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